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This is a small book of life's big and not-so-big lessons. Written from the heart,
these nuggets of personal insights will resonate with just about anyone who has
experienced and questioned universal conundrums such as marriage, love,
failure, parenting, passion, ambition, or money. A relook at everyday wisdom
and learning that we all very often take for granted.

"An extravagant wealth of profound reflections sparingly expressed" - Sir Martin
Sorrell

"A lyrical guide to life - accessible, uncensored, and honest. If only we all
thought so clearly." - Fatima Bhutto "

"This is free verse from a free mind, liberated by indifference to conventional
rewards and knitted to values and emotions that make life such a unique arc
between the accident of birth and the certainty of death" - MJ Akbar

"The stuff every parent would love to tell his children" - Tarun Tejpal

"I have known Swapan ever since he was born. He is a compelling advertising
writer with unique consumer insights. In this book, he presents some unique
insights into life. This book is so very Swapan. He leads life by his words, and he
leads it with his wonderfully grounded wife and my two adorable nephews." -
Suhel Seth
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Editorial Review

About the Author
Advertising professional Swapan Seth started selling video tapes and computer peripherals at the age of 17.
He topped school but dropped out of college. He did however find time to take classes at IIM Bangalore.
Soon after he joined JWT as an advertising trainee and wrote one of the most iconic slogans We Also Make
Steel for Tata Steel. At the age of 22 he won at Cannes, Montruex Film Festival and Clios which led him to
become the youngest creative director in India at 24. At 28 he started his own firm Equus and within a year it
won the Emerging Agency of the Year.

In short the man has been a success in almost anything he has done. But in this book for the first time
Swapan writes about failure, ambition, leadership, love, marriage with unabashed honesty. You see he hasn t
always been a success and this is what he wanted to say.

A committed recluse Swapan is now exploring new territories teaching curiosity at Vasant Valley;
discovering new art talent to add to his incredible collection of Indian modern and contemporary art; running
a community of facebook as well as collecting just about everything from world wines, paper, candles,
books, world cinema, pencils, fragrances. He lives with his wife and two sons in Gurgaon the only thing that
makes him leave Gurgaon once a week are bookshops. This is his first book.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Derek Winter:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to find out everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or maybe goal; it means that
e-book has different type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. They are
really reading whatever they have because their hobby is usually reading a book. How about the person who
don't like reading through a book? Sometime, individual feel need book whenever they found difficult
problem or maybe exercise. Well, probably you'll have this This is All I Have to Say.

David Smith:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book specially book
entitled This is All I Have to Say your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every
aspect that maybe unidentified for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word
written in a e-book then become one form conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get previous
to. The This is All I Have to Say giving you one more experience more than blown away your thoughts but
also giving you useful details for your better life in this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern
the following is your body and mind are going to be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning
an activity. Do you want to try this extraordinary shelling out spare time activity?



Samantha Williams:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you actually, why because this This is All I Have to Say publication
written by well-known writer who really knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone
who else read the book. Written throughout good manner for you, leaking every ideas and publishing skill
only for eliminate your hunger then you still hesitation This is All I Have to Say as good book not merely by
the cover but also through the content. This is one reserve that can break don't judge book by its handle, so
do you still needing yet another sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense
already alerted you so why you have to listening to another sixth sense.

Dominic Maddock:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our expertise for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything you want. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every year ended
up being exactly added. This publication This is All I Have to Say was filled regarding science. Spend your
extra time to add your knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has diverse feel
when they reading a book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a
reserve. In the modern era like currently, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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